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To read a sample of each book, click on the TITLE of the book. To read the full Reader’s Favorite reviews,
click on the hyperlinks.
NOVELS BY KATE PORTER- (All novels are copyright protected)
•

SECRETS IN BETHLEHEM- Publication Date: July 19, 2012***Winner: Indy Book of the Day Award
Romantic/Suspense

That they have created a human clone is not the secret they are killing to keep…where the DNA
came from to clone him is.
“"...a very well thought through novel.... full of action and drama....it is one of the books you just have to finish reading
in one sitting." ~Reader's Favorite~4 STARS

***Please note that the book cover for Secrets in Bethlehem has been updated since the Reader’s
Favorite Review was published***
•

CHASE NIGHTLY, L’UCCISORE-(TEAM NIGHTLY, BOOK ONE) Publication Date: May 19, 2013
Paranormal Romance-Book one in the Team Nightly series.
When Rhett Butler meets Buffy the Vampire slayer, the South will never be the same!

“…a story more about the hunter team, its connections to each other and own sense of family, than about the
vampires.…a nice change of pace from most vampire novels…” ~Reader's Favorite 4 Stars~

•

BLACK HARVEST- Publication Date: February 7, 2014 ***Winner: 2014 New Apple Book Award
Mystery/thriller
Hell hath no fury like a desperate mother searching for her missing child.

"... an exciting and well-plotted story that is both a police procedural and a romance… reads like a first-rate mystery…
fast-paced and entertaining, and it's highly recommended.” ~Reader's Favorite~5 STARS

•

HUNTER’S SWORD (TEAM NIGHTLY, BOOK TWO)- Publication Date: January 16, 2015
Paranormal Romance
There’s a battle being fought in Savannah and humanity may not survive!

“…a great job of pulling you into the story that you feel you are a part of Team Nightly, you root for them in the
battles, you want to be there with them, you cry when someone gets hurt. It is just a great book!” ~Reader’s
Favorite~4 Stars~

•

KEYS TO THE MERMAID’S HEART (TEAM NIGHTLY, BOOK THREE)- Publication Date: April 30, 2016
Paranormal Romance
Family legends, hidden pirate’s treasures and a sapphire said to have been created by Zeus himself…Team
Nightly must protect it from a vampire king who will stop at nothing to possess it.

“…The characters were fantastic and relatable, especially Carly, and I loved how rich in diversity they were… filled
with enough action and suspense to keep me interested and eager to know more…” ~Reader’s Favorite 4 Stars~

•

REDEMPTION STONE (TEAM NIGHTLY, BOOK FOUR)- Publication Date: August 28, 2017
Paranormal Romance
The only thing keeping the beast at bay is THE REDEMPTION STONE, and the vampire king wants to
destroy it!

•

GUARDING MY SIX –Publication Date: March 27, 2019 (Written under the pseudonym K. J. Porter)
Paranormal Romance
A man can never outrun his destiny no matter how far he runs. Especially when someone else has paved
the way with lies and half-truths that have destroyed his past and wants to rule his future.

•

THE WEAPONS THEY USE-(unpublished) (Written under the pseudonym K. J. Porter)
Sci-Fi/Thriller (Novelization of screenplay)
A career Marine and a dynamic Ufologist team up to find answers as to why his twin brother goes on a
shooting rampage, killing over a hundred innocent people
Sample Chapters.

SCREENPLAYS BY K. J. PORTER- (All scripts are registered with the WGA)
•

SECRETS IN BETHLEHEM-(Feature)
Romantic/Suspense-124 pages
Based on above novel, SECRETS IN BETHELEHEM
When a five-year-old child is targeted for termination, a bitter, unemployed fry cook and a lonely waitress
take it upon themselves to become his protectors.

•

LEGACY OF SECRETS-(Feature)
Mystery-137 pages
Based on above novel, BLACK HARVEST
A single mother and a county sheriff team up to find her missing teenage daughter who is the latest on a
rapidly growing list of missing young girls.

•

THE WEAPONS THEY USE-(Feature)
Sci-Fi/Thriller-123 pages
Novelization above, THE WEAPONS THEY USE
A career Marine and a dynamic Ufologist team up to find answers as to why his twin brother goes on a
shooting rampage, killing over a hundred innocent people.
Treatment & sample pages

•
•

THE SHAMAN-(Pilot, parts 1&2)
Network, Prime-time, paranormal-crime series: pages: 99 total.
Lucas Blackfox, a recovering alcoholic, must come to terms with his inner demons as he teams up with the
county sheriff’s office to find criminals who prey on innocent people.
The Shaman, Pilot, treatment, format & sample pages

•

ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY . . . (Pilot)
Sit-com-35 pages
Detective Nick Mazlo investigates a series of assaults with humorously innocuous weapons. The first
episode is ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY . . . LOBSTER?
Assault with a deadly, Pilot, treatment format & sample pages

In the next several pages, you will find the treatment/bible and a sample pages for each screenplay as well as my
contact information. I look forward to hearing from you. Please feel free to forward your comments to me and any
requests for more information.

There are laws banning human cloning for a reason . . .
Jesse Daniel Messenger is only five years old…and he’s been targeted for
termination.
When his guardian is gunned down on a cold, dark street in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, terrified and alone, Jesse must put his faith in a stranger to keep
him safe.
Travis Brody is an arrogant, antagonistic, fry cook who only wants to be left alone.
That is, until a lost, scared, little boy worms his way beneath the wall that Travis has built around his
heart. With the aid of the only person Travis trusts, Janey Carmichael, they take it upon themselves
to become the boy’s protectors.
But when Travis and Janey learn the truth behind Jesse and a mysterious organization known as
The Committee, they find themselves in the crosshairs of an assassin’s rifle scope. With nowhere
else to turn and enemies coming at them from all sides, Travis, Janey and Jesse must try to find a
way out.
An innocent child is at the center of a secret that, if found out, could start an upheaval from religious
zealots and scientists to the world’s population, as well as bringing down some of the world’s most
powerful men. The Committee has eyes on every corner and there is nowhere left to hide.

Hell hath no fury like a desperate mother searching for her missing child.
The devastating betrayal by the only man she’d ever loved has taken its toll on
Rose Bradigan.
For the last two years, she has slowly rebuilt her shattered life amid accusations of
duplicity and disloyalty by her own child. The constant skirmishes between Rose
and her precocious, sixteen-year-old daughter Lily, have nearly severed their
mother-daughter bond. With Lily’s father serving a life sentence in prison, Rose is
at a loss as to what to do with the angry, hurting teen. Finding that Lily has slipped
out of her bedroom window in the middle of the night only to be escorted home by two police
officers, is the straw that nearly breaks Rose.
Hoping to help them both heal and regain some semblance of normalcy, Rose and Lily set out on an
impromptu road trip to Florida. It seems to be working, too…
Until Rose awakens in a hospital bed in a small town in South Carolina with no memory of the past
five days and Lily is missing.
With the aid of Lucas Manning, sheriff of Cherokee County, a man battling his own demons, they
race to find the key that will unlock the terrifying memories hidden in Rose’s traumatized
subconscious. With a mounting list of missing young women and someone who is willing to kill them
to hide the truth, Rose and Lucas must find Lily and their time is running out as another body of a
young girl, fitting Lily’s description, lands in the county morgue.

In the beginning . . .
. . . Wade Hamilton wanted nothing more than to work in his tattoo studio honing
his art and sharing his gift. But when an intriguing young woman, named Tori
Miller, comes into his studio, while on spring break, Wade is more than happy to
put a little “extra” into her choice of skin art before she and her friends head
back to Savannah and out of his life.
When a distraught Army buddy calls Wade a few months later, to tell him that
his little sister has been critically injured by a hit and run driver, he wastes no
time heading to Georgia to lend a supporting shoulder.
Fate intervenes . . .
. . . When Wade finds out that his friend’s sister is the same woman who has haunted his dreams for
the past several months. His confusion and guilt soon lead him to reevaluate his life and his future.
As Tori’s injuries heal and her inner strengths are revealed Wade can’t help but fall hard for her.
The past returns with a vengeance . . .
. . . After Wade learns that he is being targeted by a powerful enemy, and Tori could become
collateral damage, he knows he must face the demons of his own past.
Truth beneath the lies . . .
. . . Are revealed when Wade returns to his childhood home. He thought confronting his abusive,
alcoholic, father would be the hardest part of his quest for answers. However, learning even darker
family secrets, like why his mother left when he was a child, will shatter every illusion he’d ever had
about his family and the truth could destroy his chances of a future with Tori.
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This book is unpublished. However, sample chapters are available by clicking on the
box to the left.

Sam and Seth Jackson had always been close; until the night of their eighteenth
birthday. A decade later, Sam receives a disturbing video from Seth only moments
before news of another mass shooting blasts over the airwaves and two FBI agents
barge into his office. After learning that his brother committed suicide after the
shooting, Sam contacts one of Seth’s friends, Karma Taylor, to retrieve his brother’s
journals. In seeking answers to why Seth murdered so many people, he’s soon visited by an agent from
Homeland Security who happens to be Karma’s ex-husband, Conner Dietz. When Karma tries to
convince Sam that he and his brother are both alien abductees and that Seth was programmed for
assassinations, Sam wants nothing to do with her fanatical nonsense. After lending his car to a friend,
who is killed by a bomb planted in it, Sam resigns his military commission and joins Karma in her quest
to find the truth behind the senseless killings. With the aid of HSA Conner Dietz, they soon uncover an
alliance that could bring all the worlds ruling powers to their knees, opening the door for a corrupt few
to follow through with their destructive campaign.

Born in the First Crusades to
protect innocents from the
Vampire menace.

BOOK ONE
Chase Nightly is a born and bred Georgia boy from Savannah, who loves his job as a
social studies teacher, his bachelorhood and his widowed mother.
Rae Chandler is a contemporary big city woman with no desire to change that fact;
as different from Chase as night and day with one important exception: They are
both leaders of elite teams of vampire slayers called Uccisore, but with very different
territories. When Rae shows up in Savannah for reasons other than visiting family,
Chase demands to know her true motives. Sparks fly the moment they meet and past life memories
surface, memories that keep Rae off balance and terrified that destiny will claim her heart once
more.
When Gordon Charles, Vampire King, kidnaps Chase’s mother, the two leaders must join forces and
put their chaotic feelings aside to save her from becoming the Vampire Queen.

BOOK TWO
Armed with family legends and a blessed sword dating back to the first crusades,
Hunter Blackfox leaves the reservation in Cherokee, North Carolina to replace a
fallen member of Team Nightly and help protect the city of Savannah, Georgia.
His life is about to change…
When he first lays eyes on Sheila Maxson, he likens her to Aphrodite, Helen of
Troy, and Jackie Onassis—sex, beauty, and class—all rolled into one, long,
luscious package just for him.
Sheila Maxson is a seasoned member of Team Nightly and a bloodline uccisore gifted with
exceptional speed and agility on the battlefield. But she’s battling more than the rising number of
vampires. Horrific memories from her past are slowly chipping away at Sheila’s emotional armor.
With the added guilt of losing a friend and uccisore brother in battle, the short fuse of her control is
burning fast.
Each time she and Hunter are in the same vicinity, Sheila goes on the attack and Hunter has no
option but to fight back. Until the night Chase and Rae’s daughter is born and the vampire king
breaches the hospital nursery. The bickering teammates must team up to protect the innocent
newborn. As word comes to them that Hunter’s Sword is coveted by Gordon Charles, Vampire King,
the entire team must find a way to keep it out of vampire clutches.
Gordon Charles will do whatever he must to corrupt the powers of the sword and sway its magic to
benefit his cause. To do that he must spill uccisore blood…Sheila’s blood.

BOOK THREE
A mythical sapphire, a family legend, and a lost treasure, could lead Carly Harden to
her fondest dreams . . . or her worst nightmare.
Now that Carly has revealed her secret, that she knows who and what Team Nightly
is, Tony Sargento, chef of the Blue Mermaid restaurant, empath, and Carly’s boss,
is furious with her. His jealousy at Carly’s close friendship with Rhett James, the
newest team member, isn’t helping him calm his anger.
That she’s been in love with Tony since the day they’d met, is one thing she would never disclose.
His anger at her is breaking her heart and her past is preventing her from trusting him fully.
In order to help the team locate an artifact that Gordon Charles, King of the Vampires, is after, Carly
digs a little deeper into the family lore behind the key that she’s worn on a chain since she was a
little girl. She soon comes to believe that it is one of three needed to open a lost treasure chest. One
that is said to hold the Mermaid’s Heart: a massive sapphire that is said to hold mystical powers and
created by Zeus himself.
The powers that legend has attached to the Mermaid’s Heart, are said to be boundless, granting the
one who holds it their fondest wishes.
But when Gordon Charles gets word that Carly is the owner of one of the fabled keys to the Heart,
he sends his minions to retrieve it, no matter the cost.
After Carly is attacked and nearly killed, Tony and Rhett must try to set aside their ongoing battle, to
win her heart, in order to protect her. Even with the help of Team Nightly, it may not be enough to
save her . . . unless they find the Keys to the Mermaid’s Heart.

BOOK FOUR
The only thing keeping the beast at bay is THE REDEMPTION STONE.
Chuck Logan fled Ireland fourteen years ago, letting his family believe him dead, like
his brother, Matty. When he landed on America’s shores he was a feral werewolf,
but everything changed when a special boy and his father found him and gave him
the gift of redemption.
Now, Chuck has found his true mate in Scarlett James, and he is terrified that he
has now put her life in danger. Walking away after only one night with Scarlett is the only way to
keep her safe. Ashley Connor, a wolf with an agenda, has set her sights on mating with Chuck and
building an invincible pack that will rule the entire region. She will do whatever it takes to have her
way, including partnering with Gordon Charles, the Vampire King.
After Chuck and Scarlett are attacked by a vampire who miraculously morphs into a wolf, the reality
of this new, and seemingly indestructible, threat must be eradicated before Ashely Connor and
Gordon Charles have the chance to build their army…It may already be too late!

Below are samples of a few of Kate’s poems, inspired
by events that touched her deeply.

